E’kungok
I Estoria-ta
A Preservation for People and Culture Project

Research & Write
Based on historical sources, write in CHamoru a story/narrative for 1 of 10 historic sites (see reverse side).

Develop a Curriculum
Develop a curriculum based on the story/narrative.

Teacher Benefits
- Scholarship for “Teaching with Historic Places” July 2019 Course;
- Transportation allowance for CHamoru Class Fieldtrips;
- Special Gift

Music Composition
Based on the stories/narratives, songs for each site will be composed.

Pilot the Curriculum
Each teacher shall pilot the curriculum in their respective classrooms to include evaluation.

For More Information:
Guam Preservation Trust at 472-9439/40 or see link below

www.pacificpreservation.org/eie

This project has been funded in part by a grant from the Richard and Julia Moe Family Fund of the National Trust for Historic Preservation with additional funding by the Guam Preservation Trust.
Using photos of some of the following sites:

- Fouha Bay NRHP 74002040
- Fort Nuestra de la Soledad NRHP 74002042
- Merizo Combento NRHP 74002315
- San Vitores Martyrdom Site NRHP 75002154
- Chiguian Massacre Guam Historic Property Inventory Site 66-08-0005
- Inarajan Village NRHP 77001569
- Guam Congress Building NRHP 06001320
- Guam Institute NRHP 77001568
- Plaza de Espana NRHP 74002302
- Pagat Site NRHP 74002318

Three catchy words in Chamorro (maybe English in small font)

Words that call out to Chamorro Language Instructors to join program. Program benefits are for the first 10 that apply:
- Scholarship payment for Teaching with Historic Places course Fall 2019.
- Transportation Allowance for Chamorro Class field trip.
- Special Gift

E’kungok | Estoria-ta Historic Sites

1. San Vitores Martyrdom Site
2. Guam Congress Building
3. Plaza de Espana
4. Jose P. Lujan House/Guam Institute
5. Fouha Bay
6. Fort Nuestra Senora de la Soledad
7. Merizo Combento
8. Inarajan Historic District
9. Pagat Site
10. Chiguian Massacre Site